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of these were previously proved by Rees using the theory of general elements [13] . The proofs given here do not use general elements. Section 3 contains the main results, in particular Theorem 3.7. Some corollaries of this result are Rees' and Boger's multiplicity theorems.
1. Definitions DEFINITION 1.1 (cf. Northcott-Rees [7] ). Let / and J be ideals in R, I c y. Then I is a reduction of J if there exists an integer / such that / ' = IJ 1 ' 1 .
Note that in this case J m+n = I m J n for all m > 1 and all n ^ / -1 . DEFINITION 15 ..., # fc ) with respect to M. EXAMPLE 
Let i? = A;[^T, 7]. Then (X, Y) is a joint reduction of ((X, Y n ), (X m , Y)) for all n,m > 1, as X(X m , Y)+ Y(X, Y n ) = (X, Y n )(X m , Y).
REMARK 1.4 . By writing out the ideal equalities it is easy to see that the A>tuple (a lf ..., a k ) is a joint reduction of (q,..., q) (with respect to M) if and only if the ideal (a lt ..., a k ) is a reduction of q (with respect to M).
The context should make it clear when (a lt ...,a k )is to be thought of as a fc-tuple and when as an ideal. DEFINITION 
If (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring and / is an w-primary ideal, then e x {M) denotes the multiplicity of M with respect to /. If M = R, then e^R) is also called the multiplicity of /. Sometimes we shall write e{I; M) instead of e T (M).

Note that if / and / are ideals such that / s ann (M) and / + / is w-primary, then X(M/I n M) = X(M/(I+J) n M)
for all n, so we may write e,(M) instead of e r+J (M) . DEFINITION in Id lies in U, then a satisfies a given property. Then that property is called sufficiently general and any such a is called a sufficiently general element of / (with respect to that property).
The advantage of sufficiently general properties is that whenever k is infinite, it is possible to find an element satisfying finitely many sufficiently general properties, for the intersection of finitely many non-empty Zariski-open subsets is still non-empty and Zariski-open.
Teissier proved the following theorem. THEOREM 1.7 [15] . 
Properties of joint reductions and mixed multiplicities
In this section we prove several lemmas and propositions about joint reductions and mixed multiplicities which are needed for the proof of the main theorem. 
., q k ).
In order to prove the second condition, it suffices to show that for any positive integer n, (a", a 2 ,..., a k ) is a joint reduction of (q", q 2 ,..., q k ). We use induction on n. If n = 1, there is nothing to show. So assume that n> 1. By the inductive hypothesis there exists a positive integer / such that Proof. Proof It is easy to see that it is enough to prove the statement for the case when 
.,q d ',M).
The following is a well-known fact about multiplicities. LEMMA 
The inequality e t (M) ^ e^M/aM) holds for any element ael and any finitely generated R-module M whenever dim (M/aM) < dim(M).
Proof The exactness of
By the assumption on a, each side is a polynomial in n of degree d-1 for large n. The leading coefficient on the left is e x (M) and the leading coefficient ofA(M/(I n M+aM)) is ej(M/aM).
Extension of Rees' theorem to mixed multiplicities
Rees proved in [11] that if (R,m) is a quasi-unmixed local ring, that is its m-adic completion is equidimensional, and / £ / are m-primary ideals with e t {R) = e a {R), then / is a reduction of J. In this section we prove an extension of this to joint reductions and mixed multiplicities. The main theorem is Theorem 3.7, and essential Lemmas are 3.1 and 3.6. Proof. Choose an integer c 0 and a sufficiently general element b e q x as in Lemma 1.9 with the additional assumption that b does not lie in any associated prime of (0) which does not contain q x .
Let (0) = n<-i w < be a primary decomposition of ( To show equality in (1) 9 = A((tf/<tf [7] ) pH[y] )) = fefo i* p ; j y (by Lemma 2.6), which finishes the proof for the case k = 1. Now suppose that k ^ 2 and that the corollary is true for k-1. First suppose that the corollary is known for domains. Let A be the set of all minimal primes Q of R lying inside p such that dim(i? p ) = dim((R/Q) p ). By the associativity formulas for usual and mixed multiplicities and by Lemma 2.8, the assumptions are still true in R/Q for every QeA. Fix QeA and let myy Since the result is true for domains, there exists a sufficiently general element b in q 1 + Q/Q such that for all sufficiently large integers /. By lifting b to R we get a sufficiently general element of q x for which the above equation is true. Then since A is finite, we get a sufficiently general element beq x such that the above equation holds for all sufficiently large integers / and all QeA. Then by using associativity formulas again we get
as desired. So we have only to show the existence of such sufficiently general elements for domains. In this case a k is not a zero divisor on R.
Proof. Then by induction there exists a sufficiently general element b e q x R/{a k ) such that
Since qjmq x -> (q x + (a k ))/(mq 1 + (a k ) ) is surjective, b is also a sufficiently general element of q x R. Moreover, e((a 1 ,...,a k )R p ;R p ) = e((a 1 ,...,a k _ 1 )R p ;(R/(a k )) If R is quasi-unmixed, then R satisfies the first chain condition and is equidimensional [6, 34.5] . Every localization of a polynomial ring over R is still quasi-unmixed [9, Theorem 3.6] . Also, if a is part of a system of parameters of R, then R/{a) is quasi-unmixed and the integral closure of (a) has no embedded primes [10, Theorem 2.12] .
One can prove Theorem 3.7 by using an argument similar to Boger's, namely by reducing the problem to a zero-dimensional ring. It is not necessary to make such a (rf-dimensional) leap, though. It suffices to just drop the dimension by one, which seems more instructive in that it is not as far removed from the original problem. We shall use induction on the number of ideals. For this we need a way to reduce dimension, which is provided by the following lemma. 
Since S satisfies the first chain condition then (R/(a x ,..., a k ) 
., a k ). Let S = R[X] mRlX]
which has an infinite residue field; S is still a quasi-unmixed local ring. Since
KRJIR P ) = l(S pS /IS pS )
for any pe A and any ideal /such that/? is minimal over /, it is easy to see that all the hypotheses are still satisfied on S. Also, by faithful flatness of S over R the conclusion is true in R if and only if it is true in S, so without loss of generality assume that the residue field of R is infinite.
By the associativity formulas and by Lemma 2. 
